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Abstract: This paper aims to assess a new fluid–structure interaction (FSI) coupling approach for
the vp1304 propeller to predict pressure and stress distributions with a low-cost and high-precision
approach with the ability of repeatability for the number of different structural sets involved, other
materials, or layup methods. An outline of the present coupling approach is based on an open-
access software (OpenFOAM) as a fluid solver, and Abaqus used to evaluate and predict the blade’s
deformation and strength in dry condition mode, which means the added mass effects due to
propeller blades vibration is neglected. Wherein the imposed pressures on the blade surfaces are
extracted for all time-steps. Then, these pressures are transferred to the structural solver as a load
condition. Although this coupling approach was verified formerly (wedge impact), for the case
in-hand, a further verification case, open water test, was performed to evaluate the hydrodynamic
part of the solution with an e = 7.5% average error. A key factor for the current coupling approach is
the rotational rate interrelated between two solution domains, which should be carefully applied in
each time-step. Finally, the propeller strength assessment was performed by considering the blades’
stress and strain for different load conditions.

Keywords: fluid–structure interaction; OpenFOAM; one-way approach; structural analysis; open
water test; computational fluid dynamics; numerical analysis; fluid mechanics; blade design; propeller

1. Introduction

The propeller is the main part of a propulsion system by which engine power can
move the marine vessels. Marine propellers work in an intense and complicated flow field
and high-risk work conditions; those two aspects must be considered to design a new
propeller. First, evaluating the hydrodynamic coefficients like efficiency and thrust and
torque coefficient. Second, strength due to loads and manufactured material. The propeller
blade strength role is essential in the cavitation phenomenon and propellers’ efficiency.
In essence, the blades’ structural behavior has fully interacted with the hydrodynamic
propulsion qualification, particularly propeller efficiency. There are two main approaches
for hydrodynamic calculations of marine propellers. The first, the inviscid numerical
methodologies, involve the lifting line method, the boundary element method (BEM) [1],
and the vortex lattice method (VLM) [2]. The second is computational fluid dynamic
(CFD) involving large eddy simulation (LES) [3], or Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
(RANS) [4–6]. Because marine propeller operates in a viscous flow and complex current of
the wake, CFD methods are more suitable and efficient than the inviscid methods (BEM,
VLM), albeit some researchers use the inviscid method for propeller simulation due to the
low-cost and lower simulation power needed.

Many researchers have used the RANS method to overcome the rotating blades’
solution complexity, especially for marine propellers. Maksoud et al. [7] carried out how the
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propeller hub could change the propeller efficiency by using CFX. Another main factor in
operational marine propeller condition is the propeller and rudder interaction, investigated
by Simenson et al. [8]. Valentine [9] used the RANS equations to predict the propeller
blades’ flow characteristics by considering turbulence inflow characteristics. In this paper,
two main issues should be evaluated; first hydrodynamic calculations based on the RANS
method. Second, structural analysis, that fluid–structure interaction must be engaged in
the computational prediction approach. The nonlinear hydrodynamic load exerted on
propeller blades due to the propeller’s rotational motion inducing a centrifugal force.

The majority of the fluid-structure interaction studies on marine propeller focus on
the composite propeller; Das et al. [10] used a reverse-rotation propeller in a CFD analysis.
Mulcahy [11] investigated a comprehensive study on the composite propellers’ hydro-
elastic tailoring. In 2011, Blasques et al. [12] investigated the propeller’s hydrodynamic
improvements using different laminate layups for optimal speed and fuel consumption.
In 2008, Young [13] investigated marine propeller fluid-structure interaction analysis to
assess the composite blade’s behavior. Also, the Tsai-Wu strength criterion is considered
to evaluate the blade strength. Lee et al. [14] investigated a two-way coupling approach
consisting of added mass based on the coupling between boundary element and finite
element method. He et al. [15] used a hydro-elastic approach to evaluate composite pro-
peller’s performance, especially vibration due to loads on propeller hub and the composite
layup scheme shaped based on coupling CFD and FEM methods. Finally, a comprehensive
study for four propellers with different concerning materials was published in 2018 by
Maljaars et al. [16], consisting of RANS–FEM and BEM–FEM results versus experimental
results. Hong et al. [17] developed a pre-twist approach to gentrify the propeller’s hydrody-
namic characteristics using FEM/CFD-based software, ANSYS/CFX. Han et al. [18] used
Star-CCM+ and Abaqus coupling approach to study the marine composite propellers; the
results were reasonably close to experimental outputs. Paik et al. [19] investigated different
composite propellers numerically and experimentally. In 2020, Shayanpoor et al. [20]
performed an analysis by considering the CFD–FEM-based approach under the two-way
coupling method on the KP458 propeller.

A simple FSI surrogate modeling is introduced in the present study by consider-
ing two distinct solvers, Linux-based/open access solvers (OpenFOAM) and windows-
based/commercial software (Abaqus); thus, the major challenge is the coupling approach
by considering the propeller’s dynamic motion. Accordingly, the pressures extracted from
OpenFOAM transfer to Abaqus in each predetermined time-step, to use as structural load,
the rotation rate and the number of time-steps should be first evaluated. In the following
sections, for the first step, hydrodynamic solution verified with experimental tests. For the
structural solution, the current FSI approach compared with the wedge impact case was
verified later; the justification of using the wedge impact verification is the similarity of
the two cases. For the second step, the verified numerical model performs to analyze the
advance coefficients’ effect on the forces and stresses imposed on the propeller blades.

2. Materials and Methods

Fluid–structure interaction approaches are divided into monolithic and partitioned
methods. In addition, partitioned methods are divided into one-way and two-way ap-
proaches. Moreover, two-way coupled is divided into strong and weak approaches [21].
From the accuracy aspect, the two-way coupling approach is more accurate than the one-
way approach, especially for cases with more significant deformations and deflections.
On the other hand, the one-way coupling requires less data for a single iteration per time-
step. In addition, the mesh advocated for the fluid domain needless to be recalculated at
each time-step. This leads the numerical solution to remain stable with unchanged mesh
quality. Thus, the needed time related to the numerical solution is lower than two-way
coupling, updated only after each time-step for a new iteration. Therefore, an overriding
advantage of the one-way coupling approach is decreasing in the numerical solution time.
Piro’s [22] compared the one-way and two-way coupling approaches (RQS-RDyn-TC) for
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different plate thicknesses, the discrepancies between the methods were small for thick
plates; whatever the plate’s thickness becomes small, the accuracy of one-way coupling
decrease. Due to the small deflection that occurred for the propeller blades in the present
study, the one-way coupling method could be accurate enough.

2.1. Governing Equations of the Flow Around the Propeller

The most applicable and usable approach for simulating turbulent regimes is based
on solving the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations. In the present study,
InterDymFoam, a multiphase solver of OpenFOAM libraries, is used for hydrodynamic
simulation. InterDymFoam is a proper solver based on the RANS equation by consid-
ering multi turbulence models [23] for dynamic mesh cases. The fluid is regarded as
an incompressible Newtonian fluid that should inherently satisfy the mass conservation
and momentum equations. The RANS equations are based on time-averaged variables
decomposing the velocity, pressure fields into:

u = u + u′

p = p + p′

u = ui + vj + wk
u′ = u′i + u′ j + w′k

(1)

∂ui
∂xi

= 0 (2)

∂(ui)

∂t
+

∂(uiuj)

∂xj
= fi −

1
ρ

∂p
∂xi

+
∂

∂xj

[
v

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi

)
+ τij

]
(3)

xi = (x, y, z) represents coordinates, ui = (u, v, w) are the component of Reynolds-
averaged velocity. ƒi denotes the body forces presented as forces per unit volume and in
the present study assumed that fi = 0. Moreover, u, ρ, and P are fluid velocity vectors,
density, and pressure, respectively. The Boussinesq assumption is considered to represent
the Reynolds stress for incompressible flows, which is commented below:

τij = υt

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi

)
− 2

3
δijk (4)

k =
1
2

(
(u′)

2
+ (v′)

2
+ (w′)

2
)

, u′ = u− u, u′ =
1
T

T∫
0

(u(t)− u)dt (5)

where νt represent the turbulence eddy viscosity, k denotes turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
per mass. In addition, δij surrogate as the Kronecker delta. u is time-averaged velocity,

in which u′ and u′
2

are the mean and variance velocity, respectively. A two-equation
turbulence model (k-ε) is used for the present study. ε denotes the dissipation rate of
energy per mass, which determines the amount of energy lost by the viscous forces in the
turbulent flow that should be introduced. (µt) is turbulent viscosity:

µt = ρCµ
k2

ε
(6)

ε =
1
2

µ

ρ

{
∇u′ + (∇u′)T

}
:
{
∇u′ + (∇u′)T

}
(7)

To track the particles and capture the interface for the multiphase solution easily, the
volume of fluid (VOF) could be a practical approach. The VOF method uses a volume
fraction variable α to represent the air and water portion in each finite volume cell [24],
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where ρ1 and µ1 represent the physical properties of water, and ρ2 and µ2 also mean the
physical properties of air, which introduces new conservation equations:

ρ = αρ1 + (1− α)ρ2, µ = αµ1 + (1− α)µ2,
α = 0 : air
α = 1 : water

(8)

The two-phase dynamic solution similar to the present case (propeller in water) is
transient with a high turbulent regime that caused the solution to be inherently unstable.
There were some algorithms to couple the mass conservation and momentum equations,
the semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations (SIMPLE), and the pressure implicit
with the splitting of operators (PISO) that in the present study, the high-fidelity algorithm
based on merging the PISO and SIMPLE called PIMPLE used.There are two important
parameters, inner and outer correctors; inner corrector is the number of times the pressure
is corrected, and the outer corrector is the number of times the equations are solved in each
time-step. Outer corrector puts an obligation to stop the solution for each time-step apart
from the solution be converged or not.

2.2. Governing the Structural Equations

Structural analysis is an essential step for one-way coupling approaches that should
be performed correctly. The cantilever beam model is the initial theory to calculate the
propeller blade strength introduced by Taylor [25]. This method was implemented and
developed by some researchers. The method’s drawback was poor results for the points
with a low thickness on the propeller’s blade compared to thicker blade’s sections near the
propeller’s root. This problem continued until the introduction of shell theories developed
by Cohen [26] and Conolly [27], the limitation of this method was the propellers’ geome-
try complexity. For instance, wide-blade or high-skew propellers could not be assessed
accurately, but in recent years, the finite element method used widely by dividing into
solid or shell element approaches. Many investigations are based on both approaches,
but Young [13] and Blasques et al. [12] performed a study to evaluate the output results’
differences. Their investigation indicates that, although both methods are sufficient, the
Shell element model needs lower computational power than the solid element method.
Moreover, the solid element method has some prominency rather than a shell element
model, Young [13]; this is why most FSI problems used a solid element model for the
structural solver.

The deflection due to the structure’s imposing loads is the main issue [28] performed
by the finite element method. This technique broadly consists of discretizing a structure into
several elements that should be assembled at the end. In addition, internal stresses are in
equilibrium due to the continuity of stress for interface elements. The present finite element
uses the explicit method, in which a time-based approach (central difference method) is
used to integrate the equations of motion. In this method, the period is considered small
enough to prevent divergence [29]. The equation of motion for the structural deformation
corresponding to the propeller blade fixed coordinate is introduced by Equation (9):

Ms
..
d + Cs

.
d + Ksd = FST (9)

where Ms is the mass matrix, Cs belongs to damping matrix and Ks represent the matrix for
the structure stiffness. the variables

..
d

.
, d, d are the acceleration, velocity, and displacement,

respectively. FST is the summation of all loads imposed on the structure. Importantly, for
the cases like a propeller, this load comprises force due to rotation, centrifugal force and mo-
ments, Coriolis force, and external load on the structure. For the case in hand, due to static
analysis of the propeller and motionless blades in each time-step, the only pressure used
for calculation is the fluid pressure extracted from the CFD solution. The calculation algo-
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rithm’s first step is to solve the dynamic equilibrium relation, Equation (11). The kinematic
conditions solve the next iteration’s kinematic constraint in each distinct increment.

..
U = (M)−1(P− I)t, M

..
U = P− I (10)

.
U(t+ ∆t

2 ) =
.

U(t− ∆t
2 ) +

(∆t(t+∆t) + ∆t(t)
2

..
Ut (11)

U(t+∆t) = U(t) + ∆t(t+∆t)
.

U(t+ ∆t
2 ) (12)

All of these parameters belong to nodal points, where M is the nodal mass matrix, U
is nodal displacement and

..
U is nodal acceleration. To govern net forces act on nodal points

(P–I) is used, that p is the external loads imposed on the structure. This parameter is con-
sidered nodal forces. The integrated accelerations are used to calculate velocity variations;
this new added velocity value from the previous middle increment determines the middle
of the current increment Equation (11). then The time-integrated velocities are added to
the beginning displacements’ increment to determine the final displacements’ increment,
Equation (12); after estimation of the nodal displacement in time(t), the element strain
increments are calculated from the strain rate, The stress components can be calculated
from constitutive equations and the solution process repeated for time (t + ∆t).

2.3. Modeling and Computational Setup
2.3.1. Open Water Test Characteristic

The present study’s framework is a numerical solution related to the Potsdam propeller
test case (PPTC). For this purpose, the same propellers’ geometry with the same material is
accepted from the experiment cases, represented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively [29]. The
International Towing Tank Conference (ITTC) recommended that the propeller rotational
speed is considered constant, but propellers’ advanced speed varies for different advance
coefficients. The incident flow into the propeller is the opposite of real working conditions;
propellers must be rotated in the opposite direction. We will hereafter comply with this
rule to perform open water tests. The solution domain is modeled cylindrically with the
following dimensions; 3.5 D forward, 10 D rearward, and 5 D in diameter, D is propeller
diameter [30] (Figure 1).

Table 1. Geometrical specification of the propeller.

Propeller Model Vp1304

Diameter 0.25 m
Hub coefficient 0.3

Number of blades 5
pitch coefficient

(r/R = 0.7) 1.635

AE/A0 0.779

Table 2. Structural specification of the propeller.

Material Al-Alloy

Elasticity 120 Gpa
Poisson’s ratio 0.34
Mass density 7400 kg/m3
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For the open water tests, The main parameters are the thrust coefficient kt, and torque
coefficient kQ, represented by the dimensionless values mentioned in equation (13). The
coefficients are directly related to rotational speed, n, diameter, D of the propeller, and
water density, ρ. Furthermore, T represents thrust [N], Q is equal to torque [Nm], Va denote
the advance speed [m/s], and η is proportional to the efficiency [-].

J =
Va

nD
, kt =

thrust
ρn2D4 , Kq =

Torque
ρn2D5 , η =

KT J
2πKQ

(13)

2.3.2. Applied Boundry Condition and Dynamic Motions Method

Although various boundary conditions can be devoted to, accurate results without
divergence need a proper allocation of boundary conditions In the present case, the inlet and
outlet boundary condition was set based on the downstream of the outlet boundary domain.
For the inlet boundary condition, free-flow velocity is considered constant, dependent on
advance velocity for each advance coefficient. Moreover, the inlets’ turbulence intensity is
considered, I = 5%. Two main approaches could simulate the propeller’s dynamic motions,
multi-reference frame (MRF) and arbitrary mesh interface (AMI), since the AMI is more
practical for propeller case studies used in the present numerical solution. This method
is based on the interpolation between two distinct but adjacent domains connected with
an interface [30]. Two similar cylindrical domains encompass the propeller, one is static,
and another one is dynamic, moves with the propeller’s rotation. Although there was no
physical relationship between the two zones, the fluid and numerical calculations were
transported through the interface.

An appropriate mesh quality and structural-based domain around the propeller
needs some consecutive cylinders for dividing the domain into some sub-domain. The
smallest cylinder is a small grid size, and the subsequent cylinder is larger than the former
cylinder. In this regard, snappyHexMesh is used as the main tool and rhinoceros’ role
as an assistant tool to generate the numerical solution mesh. As shown in Figure 2, a
high-quality structured mesh can be obtained by considering these techniques. A mesh
independence study was established for the accuracy of the CFD solutions besides keep
the computational cost.

The mesh generation framework is explained, but the mesh independence study must
be performed simultaneously. The mechanism whereby the performance of griding quali-
fied is highly dependant on the main propeller characteristics shown in Equation (12); that
is how the mesh could be alleviated the computational cost without losing the accuracy.
The propeller rotational speed, ω = 15 rps, and advance speed, va = 2 m/s, the advance
coefficient, J = 0.53 [-] is considered to perform the numerical solution, Table 3. The calcula-
tion for this advanced coefficient involved five different initial grid sizes, Table 4, dynamic
multiphase solutions, InterDyMFoam, which comes from OpenFOAM libraries with the
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same underlying physics relative to InterFoam. The thrust and torque are extracted from
the postprocessing tool as the initial value; then these values substitute in Equation (13);
finally, the results for each simulation are gathered in Table 4; all these cases provided
acceptable results. Consequently, fine (IIII) resolution leads to a reasonable prediction of
thrust and torque coefficient with optimum computational cost compared with other cases.
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Table 3. Primary data assumed in calculations.

Parameter Unit Model Real

Density (water) kg m−3 999.0 1025
Kinematic viscosity (water) m2 s−1 1.139 × 10−6 1.188 × 10−6

Revolution (propeller) s−1 15 4.33

Table 4. Mesh independency study for vp1304 propeller.

Quality Base Grid Cell.NUM kt
(kt)excellent

kq

(kq)excellent
NUM

Coarse 0.11 245,210 1.1 1.11 (I)
Mid 0.09 315,402 1.05 1.055 (II)

Mid-fine 0.08 335,183 1.025 1.024 (III)
Fine 0.064 425,060 1.015 1.013 (IIII)

Excellent 0.0325 835,205 ≈1 ≈1 (V)

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. CFD Validation

The numerical model tests are performed base on the advanced coefficient shown in
Table 5, the same as the experimental tests [31]. As before said, the numerical investigations
performed based on InterDymFoam to derive the thrusts and torques forces, then these
values substitute in Equation (13) to obtain the trust coefficients, torque coefficients, and
efficiency. These coefficients are calculated and compared with the experimental values; the
resemblance between the present study results and the experiments is sufficient, Figure 3.
Neither this numerical method nor any other methods could not achieve accurate results
for low advance coefficients. That is why the error is an intrinsic part of the simulation,
especially for low advance coefficients. In fact, the J = 0.266 error percentage does not
account for the average error calculation. The reason is, due to severe turbulence flows
around the propeller, the maximum error percentage belongs to the highest turbulent rate,
J = 0.266, which caused unavoidable discrepancies. Finally, e = 7.5% is considered as the
average error percentage for the present method’s efficiency.
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Table 5. Different advance coefficient specifications.

J [-] ω [rps] Va [m/s] Number

0.266 15 1 I
0.533 15 2 II

0.8 15 3 III
1.06 15 4 IIII
1.23 15 5 V
1.6 15 6 VI
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Figure 3. Hydrodynamic comparison between experimental and numerical results.

Hydrodynamic Analysis of the vp1304 Propeller

Four advanced coefficient-related contours are illustrated in Figure 4 to show the
motion of the flow’s particles around the propeller, particularly around the faces and
backside. In essence, for the bigger advance coefficient, the blade’s pressure gradient
decrease; this leads the propeller’s thrust and torque to be lower than the smaller advance
coefficient. That is why the maximum propeller’s thrust occurred at bollard state (advance
velocity = 0), and after this, it gradually decreased until it reached near zero for j = 1.6
onwards. Because the pressure and velocity are interrelated, the flow field’s evaluation
for the velocity should be considered. The discrepancies between j = 0 and j = 1.23,
minimum and maximum advanced coefficient, for the velocity contour are affected by
the direction and disparity of the propeller’s flow. As the advanced velocity increases,
the propellers’ backflow becomes more parallel with low dispersion, and the velocity
is smoother around the propeller; accordingly, the hydrodynamic gradient pressure for
propeller blades decreases.
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Table 6. Three gauge positions on the propeller blade.

Gauge Distance from the Center
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The valid question is, to what extent has the force dispersion on the propellers’ blade
changed? This question is answered by following the same approach of the pressure
evaluation. Upon that, ParaView, a visualization and postprocessing tool for OpenFOAM,
is accomplished for force evaluation. A framework for the force solution is generated and
captured each propeller blade surface and adopted normal vectors on these surfaces. After
this, by multiplying the pressure with these normal vectors, the force could be extracted
from the hydrodynamic solution. There is another method to capture the imposed force by
adding force-Library to the OpenFOAM solver. This method’s drawback is that these codes
must be added to the solver before the numerical solution started; thus, it is useless when a
solved case wants to be evaluated. As shown in Figure 6, the maximum force imposed on
the propeller occurred at J = 0; the smallest advance coefficient, J = 0.266, experienced the
force (F = 600 N) similar to the bollard pull value (J = 0).
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3.2. Fluid–Structure Interaction Validation
3.2.1. Finite-Element Method

Von Mises stress calculation is at the scope coverage of the present method by im-
plementing the static/general solution of Abaqus solvers. Substantially the propeller’s
dynamic motions are only considered in the CFD approach, and it is reasonable to suppose
that the propeller is fixed for each time-step in the structural solver. As before said, the
FEM solver used solid elements with three translation degrees of freedom, the displace-
ments, and rotations (u, v, w, φ1, φ2). Moreover, weight functions (δu, δv, δW1, δw2, δw3)
are approximated:

u = ∑n
j = 1 uj.ψj, δu = ψi ϕ1 = ∑n

j = 1 w2
j.ψj, δw2 = ψi

v = ∑n
j = 1 vj.ψj, δv = ψi ϕ2 = ∑n

j = 1 w3
j.ψj, δw3 = ψi

w = ∑n
j = 1 wj.ψj, δw1 = ψi

(14)

These Lagrange interpolation functions (ψi) are substituted in the differential equa-
tions’ weak form [32]. These functions are nodal parameters (x and y) in which x and
y are nodal displacements. At the finite element methods based on displacement, the
displacement’s manner in the element boundaries is not separated; unlike the strains, that
the manner of strain is continuous only within one element. The point here is, choose
between the linear or quadratic elements. Indeed, the strains have a constant value in
linear elements, but in quadratic elements, the strains are nonlinear with more accurate
strain or stress results than linear elements. According to Barlow [33], strains and stresses
can be solved without limitation in the element, just for points, including defined nodes.

3.2.2. One-Way Coupling Approach

There are two main modes, dry and wet modes, with the critical factor of “added
mass-generated effects” due to structural deformations. Dry condition considers only
material/structural damping and wet condition consider added mass due to the blades’
vibration. Wet modes are computed by finite element embedding the structure in a fluid
domain modeled by acoustic elements. When the propeller reaches maximum load at
real state condition, blades begin to vibrate on their natural frequencies that, analysis
under “wet” condition can give more accurate and reliable results, especially for large
deformations. Due to the Investigation of Lee et al. [14], the difference between the results of
the dry and wet conditions is not significant, especially for the case with low deformations.
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Thus, the one-way coupling with the dry condition used in the present study could perform
accurate results. Nevertheless, the underlying physics dominant on the one-way coupling
caused fluctuating trends due to large deformation and membrane forces rather than
two-way approaches.

An aluminum wedge’s results are considered and verified with Agard and Pancirolis’
investigation [34] to evaluate the model’s applicability. The wedge characteristic used
for the numerical solution is shown in Tables 7 and 8; two variables were considered for
the verification purpose, von Mises stress and strain. Since the maximum value for these
variables occurred at the midpoint of the wedge wing, 150 mm from the wedge apex at the
interior side (1 [mm] above the neutral axis), and Whatever the deformations larger, the
accuracy challenge for the represented one-way approach is more dependable: thus, the
method is verified under the most complicated state. In the present method by considering
the wedge impact verification case, Agard [24], which was previously verified, Figure 7,
the method adoption performed well for the propeller rotation. The similarity of steps
and methods for the present study rather wedge impact can be reliable enough to use as a
base approach of the vp1304 propeller. With this justification, this verified process can be
utilized to analyze the propeller with a small but essential amended step; this involved the
propeller’s rotation at each time-step for the structural solver, which is discussed further in
the next sections.

Table 7. Wedge characteristic used for one-way coupling verification solution.

Characters Wedge Length Wedge Thickness Deadrise Angle

value 0.3 m 0.002 m 20◦

Table 8. Material properties for the wedge used for one-way coupling verification solution.

Characters Material E [Gpa] ρ [kg/m3] ν [-]

value Aluminum 68 2700 0.3
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In the present study, the structure is considered as a rigid body for fluid simulations
that the flexural mass is neglected in rigid/quasi-static (RQS) approximation. Thus, the
hydrodynamic forces and pressures are independent of the structure deformations. In
Equation (15), fR(t) considered as the fluid force and the deformations δRQS extracted
from this method are always smaller than the real deformations. As said in Heller and
Jasper [35], a “dynamic amplification factor” must be applied due to neglecting the flexural
mass to correct error predicting.

The coupling process’s first step is gathering the hydrodynamic data by performing
the numerical solution for the marine propeller accomplished with InterDyMFoam akin
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to OpenFOAM libraries. The hydrodynamic data for a rigid body has mainly involved
the point-by-point exerted pressure on the propeller’s surface, collected as an Excell file
for the ease of transferring. Now the question is how the pressures should impose on the
propeller in the structural solver. Two steps were needed to perform the Abaqus analysis.
The first, the time-step assessment, involved the number of separate cases in the Abaqus
solver must be determined based on Equation (16). The extracted pressures from the CFD
solver were considered as a load condition at the FEM solver for the related designated
time-steps. Each case at Abaqus was solved distinctly, and the results were recorded for
the final datasheet. All these procedures are represented in the chart shown in Figure 8.

k.δRQS = fR(t) (15)

(a), ω =
2π

T
(b), n =

∇t
T

(c), m =
360
n

(16)
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In more detail, the FEM part of the method could involve a set of data for different
cases in each time step; the rotation rate is constant for all advance coefficients due to
constant rotational speed (ω = 15 rps). The rotational rate is obtained at each time step by
substituting the related values in Equation (15), θ = 27◦. The number of time-steps for
the two complete revolutions is C = 23 distinct cases. Although there were five tables for
each advance coefficient, Table 9 is represented as a sample to show how the time-steps
were selected and to what extent the propeller must rotate at a specific time to match
the propeller’s position with the CFD solver. The number of cases, number of time-steps
in Abaqus is selectable and can be increased to achieve smoother diagrams with lower
fluctuations; also targeted reduction in the number of time-steps to achieve lower cost
and time of the simulation. As shown in Table 9, the maximum stress and strain for each
time-step were evaluated to engage in the final outputs.
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Table 9. The datasheet for the coupling procedure of v = 5 m/s test case.

Case (FEM) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Time step(s) 0.07 0.075 0.08 0.085 0.09 0.095 0.1
Rotation

Angle 18◦ 45◦ 72◦ 99◦ 126◦ 153◦ 180◦

Stress (pa) 6.01 × 106 5.92 × 106 5.47 × 106 5.59 × 106 5.91 × 106 9.16 × 106 5.90 × 106

Strain (m) 4.7 × 10−5 4.67 × 10−5 4.34 × 10−5 4.4 × 10−5 4.6 × 10−5 8.4 × 10−5 4.6 × 10−5

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0.105 0.11 0.115 0.12 0.125 0.13 0.135 0.14
207◦ 234◦ 261◦ 288◦ 315◦ 342◦ 369◦ 396◦

8.87 × 105 8.40 × 105 5.20 × 106 5.70 × 106 5.80 × 106 5.80 × 106 5.70 × 106 5.70 × 106

8.2 × 10−6 7.8 × 10−6 4.11 × 10−5 4.5 × 10−5 4.6 × 10−5 4.59 × 10−5 4.56 × 10−5 4.56 × 10−5

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

0.145 0.15 0.155 0.16 0.165 0.17 0.175 0.18
423◦ 450◦ 477◦ 504◦ 531◦ 558◦ 585◦ 612◦

5.70 × 106 5.60 × 106 5.68 × 106 5.63 × 106 5.60 × 106 5.55 × 106 5.40 × 106 5.30 × 106

4.51 × 10−5 4.44 × 10−5 4.45 × 10−5 4.44 × 10−5 4.41 × 10−5 4.36 × 10−5 4.28 × 10−5 4.17 × 10−5

The comprehensive question is, how do we diagnose the reliability of the one-way
rather than two-way coupling or the advantages of using the one-way method? First,
for the small deflections, significantly smaller than the body’s thickness, classified in the
nonlinear deflections, the one-way is similar to two-way coupling results, and whatever
the deflections became larger, the accuracy of the one-way approach decrease. For the case
at hand, propeller deflections were classified in the range of low-deflection cases; thus, this
approach could be reliable enough. Agard [24] used a parameter, the wetting equation
(WQ), to classified the cases upon eigenfrequency and Young’s modulus for wedge impact
studies to estimate the intrinsic error belong to one-way coupling. The one-way coupling
named as an industrial approach due to:

• Decrease the complexity of the numerical solution by dividing it into two parts;
• Create two distinct mesh generation schemes depending on the grid dimension needed;
• The ability to use one hydrodynamic solution for many structural sets, using different

materials, thickness and different structural design;
• Lower numerical solution cost and time rather than a two-way approach, the solution

time is evaluated in the present study illustrated in Table 10;
• High-fidelity results for the cases with low deflection;
• One-way coupling is more useful for cases with large domain and multiphase systems

like investigations on marine vessels, propellers, etc.

Table 10. The time needed to analyze different cases.

Advance Velocity V = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) m/s

FEM solution time + gathering datasheet 2 + 1 hour
CFD solution time 24 hour

Cumulative time (present method) 27 hour

3.3. Structural Behavior of Propellers’ Blade

The propellers’ work conditions indicate that the blades should sufficiently withstand
long work cycles without failure or permanent distortion. The initial research on the
propeller’s structure and the analysis method was introduced by Taylor [36]. Since then,
research on propellers’ hydroelastic started to include the deformations of the (high-skew)
bronze propeller in the 1980s. The marine propeller’s design with the systematic propeller
series was performed by Ekinci [37], who investigated B-series propellers using some
empirical methods with different load conditions. The superiority of the present method is
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related to perform a quick structural calculation. Indeed, CFD and FEM are not correlating
with each other, and the emphasis is put on using one hydrodynamic calculation for the
several structural solvers.

Different cases could be performed for different materials involved Alloy or composite
materials. A reasonable method to judge how the materials affect the propellers’ structures
depends on two main structural variables, stress and strain. The discrepancy in value
and the maximum or minimum occurrence positions are the most important factors in
evaluating the propeller’s strength. To cast light on the mechanism whereby how the
efficient case selected, the maximum von Mises stress imposed on the propeller used as a
key factor to illustrate the stress distribution for each advance coefficient.

Apart from some exceptions, maximum stress occurred near the blades’ root, and
whatever far away from the root, the value for stress decreased by a gentle slope. As
predicted, when the propellers’ thrust reaches the maximum value, the propellers’ blade
has deformed in the load vector’s direction. The highest value for strain and stress occurs
at bollard pull (j = 0) due to thrust and torque values. As shown in Figure 9, in the bollard
states’ (j = 0) maximum stress is about, s = 3× 106 pa, but for another advanced coefficient,
this value is oscillating about, s = 1× 106 pa, and s = 1× 106 pa.
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predicted, when the propellers’ thrust reaches the maximum value, the propellers’ blade 
has deformed in the load vector’s direction. The highest value for strain and stress occurs 
at bollard pull (j = 0) due to thrust and torque values. As shown in Figure 9, in the bollard 
states’ (j = 0) maximum stress is about, 𝑠 = 3 × 10  pa, but for another advanced 
coefficient, this value is oscillating about, 𝑠 = 1 × 10  pa, and 𝑠 = 1 × 10  pa. 

 
Figure 9. The comparison between a maximum stress and hydrodynamic efficiency.

For further explanation, Figure 10 used to evaluate the maximum strain and stress
trends; maximum stress locations are different for each advance coefficient, at J = 1.23, the
maximum value for stress is about, S = 5.2 Mpa, occurred at t = 0.08 s ((rev-1/(t = 0.66 s
to t = 0.12 s)), this value is different for J = 0.8, maximum von Mises stress appears at
t = 0.12 s (end of the rev-1). Such a different trend is valid for other advanced coefficients.
The oscillation occurs for von Mises stress due to neglecting the damping and added
mass effects for structural behavior. A contour-based figure, Figure 11, was constructed to
show the stress for one revolution versus the advance coefficient The propeller’s design is
such that the blade’s thickness near the hub is greater than the tip; as a result, the stress
distribution indicates that stress concentration at the blade-hub intersection. The von
Mises range is between S = 1.8 × 106 pa and 2.4 × 106 pa, except for t = 0.12 s, that is,
S = 8.2 ×106 pa. The main assessment comprises how stress and strain distribute on the
propeller’s blades and which blade absorbs the maximum load.
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3.4. Propellers’ Structural Behavior in Rotation

Three different points were selected based on Table 6 to evaluate the blade rotation
angle’s effects on stress distribution. The initial impression from Figure 12 is that the point
near the blade root (P1), apart from the advance coefficient, has the greatest von Mises stress
value, and the minimum value belongs to the point at the top of the blade (P3). Albeit, the
diagrams’ harmony for three points is similar to each other. Consequently, a set of different
graphs for each advance coefficient are used to illustrate how the stresses on the propeller
blade’s surface are changed. Following the same approach, the von Mises stress versus
the rotation angle is shown in Figure 13 for four different advance coefficients. Although
the von Mises diagrams for all advance coefficients (J) are not harmonic (rev-1:0–360 and
rev-2:360–720), the trend for the J = 0.266 distribution is more harmonic than other advance
coefficients. j = 0.266 is a minimum point for the stress diagram; thus, the propeller’s
structural behavior is more stable and has a minimum value because of maximum kt and
kq, which are occurred at j = 0.266. Therefore, the main portion of exerted pressure on the
propeller uses to generate thrust.
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4. Conclusions

In the present study, simple surrogate modeling for rigid/quasi-static approach is
used to investigate hydroelastic simulation for open water propeller test cases (PPTC);
the coupling approach comprises a CFD-FEM method solved separately. In the first step,
the hydrodynamic solver, InterDyMFoam, is verified with an experimental study that the
average efficiency error for different advanced coefficients was about e = 7.5% for efficiency
on average. For further evaluation in the hydrodynamic section, a force analysis was
performed using the ParaView postprocessing toolkit for each advanced coefficient; also,
pressure and velocity contours were demonstrated versus different advance coefficients.

For the second step, the pressure distributions were obtained from OpenFOAM visual-
ization software, ParaView, and used as the initial structural loads in Abaqus software. The
point is that the propeller must have an appropriate rotational motion in each time-step;
this procedure continued until it reaches any complete revolutions needed. Emphasis is
put on von Mises stress, which is vital for evaluating the propeller’s structural strength.
A fact that is borne out is that the maximum stress occurs at the bollard pull state, J = 0.
In addition, j = 0.266 has the minimum stress value apart from the advance coefficient.
Although von Mises stress’s value remained stable without a notable change after J = 0.8,
the value and maximum stress position could be changeable for each advance coefficient
under different work conditions. Consequently, the propeller’s structural behavior can
effectively be analyzed by the one-way coupling approach, which is a simple, but efficient
model by considering the OpenFOAM and Abaqus solvers as the CFD and FEM solu-
tions, respectively. The present method aims to assess the appropriate material or design
framework for a wide range of propellers and working conditions with an accurate and
low-cost method.
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Abbreviations

Arbitrary mesh interface AMI
Boundary element method BEM
Computational fluid dynamic CFD
Fluid–structure interaction FSI
Finite element method FEM
International Towing Tank Conference ITTC
Large eddy simulation LES
Multi-reference frame MRF
Pressure implicit with splitting of operators PISO
Potsdam propeller test case PPTC
Vortex lattice method VLM
Volume of fluid VOF
Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes RANS
Rigid/quasi-static RQS
Semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations SIMPLE
Turbulent kinetic energy TKE
Wetting time equation WQ

Abbreviations

Kt Thrust coefficient
Kq Torque coefficient
Va Advance velocity
η Efficiency
J Advance coefficient
E Elasticity
ρ Density
υ Poissons’ ratio
ω Angular frequency
S von Mises stress
Pi Pressure gauge (i = 1–2–3)
ε Strain
F Force
T,t Time
e Error percentage
rev Propeller revolution
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